
[Pumpkin New Release] Android
5.1 Car GPS DVD Player Stereo
for  Toyota  Prius  (Left
Driving)

Today we introduce another new Pumpkin Android 5.1 Car DVD GPS
for Toyota Prius.

Android 5.1 Toyota Prius GPS Car DVD Navigation Radio
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Applicable Models：
The following car model and year are for reference ,please
make sure your original car radio has the same shape as our
unit.

Toyota Prius 2009-2013 (left-driving cars)

Note: It only fit for the Left-hand drive vehicle. If your car
has JBL amplifier, you would also need the JBL decoder from
us.

Key Features:

1）Android 5.1 Lollipop , CPU: Rockchip PX3 Cortex A9 Quad Core
1.6GHz, Optimized Radio IC:NXP TEF6686, 
2）Support 1080P HD video, support DAB+ Digital Radio(Extra
DAB+ box required)，support mirror link function, You can use
your smartphone’s online GPS to mirror on this unit 
3）Support GPS Navigation(map software or app not included),
Built in USB Port/ Micro SD Slot,  WIFI(Built in WIFI
modem)/3G(Extra device required), Support reversing
camera(Extra device required)
4）Please compare the dimensions, shape of this unit with the
central console before purchasing, in case it does not fit the
size.
5）Support Bluetooth call /audio play, Sync phonebook，external
microphone, Support output almost everything to the headrest
monitor, such as the video from USB/SD card ,even the online
YouTube video.
Check more details here:
http://ift.tt/2g1KEaw

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2faGKyO
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[Pumpkin New Release] Toyota
Android 5.1 Head Unit Car GPS
Stereo

Pumpkin just expanded the range of our Android 5.1 Car GPS DVD
Players to fit more car models.Today we introduce the Android
5.1 Car GPS radio for Toyota.

Android 5.1 Car GPS Radio for Toyota
Key Features:
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1）Android 5.1 Lollipop , CPU: Rockchip PX3 Cortex A9 Quad Core
1.6GHz, Optimized Radio IC:NXP TEF6686. 

2）Support 1080P HD video, support DAB+ Digital Radio(Extra
DAB+ box required)，support mirror link function, You can use
your smartphone’s online GPS to mirror on this unit. 

3）Support GPS Navigation(map software or app not included),
Built in USB Port/ Micro SD Slot,  WIFI(Built in WIFI
modem)/3G(Extra device required), Support reversing
camera(Extra device required).

4）Please compare the dimensions, shape of this unit with the
central console before purchasing, in case it does not fit the
size.

5）Support Bluetooth call /audio play, Sync phonebook，external
microphone, Support output almost everything to the headrests,
even it play the video from USB/SD card, or online youtube
video.

Check more details here:
http://ift.tt/2fjEdzO
via Blogger http://ift.tt/2fjFFCe

Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
Audi A4 Android 5.1 Car GPS
Radio Stereo
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It fits and work perfectly on my audi a4 b6.

–by Rusu

Couldn’t be happier with this Pumpkin unit
After a few months of living with it I feel like I’m in a
position to give a good review
Connectivity for this unit is good android iPhone all work
well after you have configured your device
Bluetooth works well and all my steering wheel controls that I
have configured work well
Sat navigation, using waze works well
Only thing I have yet to work out is how to remove widgets
grrrr apart from that buy one you can’t go wrong.
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-by David

Its an amazing stereo. it really look nice on the B6.
But i’ve to say that the costumer service its the big up i’m
giving here. They are very professional and concerned about
your satisfation.
Thanks

— by Brandon

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2f83w84


